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1 Introduction

How should humanity steer its future? This is not precisely the type of problem
that I like to mumble about when I wander across the Tuscan countryside. But
the arrival, a few days ago, of my 19 year old nephew Tommy - likely, an early
member of this future humanity - has triggered a chain of bitter thoughts on
this topic.

My solitary walk and meditation have been longer and more winding than
usual, this morning, and now that I am back I have a feeling that (i) humanity
is not ready to face its stormy future, and (ii) everybody at home has already
had their lunch. All except Tommy, of course.

There he is, still in his pyjamas, lying in his preferred location for communi-
cation and control: the couch! He must have just moved there from his bed, and
is now hyper-connected to a number of electronic devices (laptop, smartphone,
iPod, tablet, noise-suppressing headset) that he is using simultaneously, while
lazily grabbing the food that my wife has placed near him. Crumbs and chips
are scattered all over his chest and the floor. What is the future of humanity?
Well, part of the answer is probably under my eyes, right now, and it does not
look too promising.

But Tommy must have perceived my presence (how?), because he takes off
one earphone, and, without turning his head:

- What’s that, uncle Tomas?
- Tommy! Good morning! Ehm, good afternoon! Did you sleep well?
And then I cant resist asking him, without preamble:
- Tommy, how should humanity steer its future?
I guess I am curious to test his sense of self-irony. He does not look surprised:
- Uhm, are we talking like tomorrow or next millenium?
- Well, a couple of centuries might suffice...
- That’s fair. So you want the big picture. It’s tough! Let me think. Ok: I

dont know. But you could always ask that french guy...
- Whom?
- Whats his name? The author of the book you gave me last summer,

remember?
- Ehm. No... I gave you several books...
- Yeah. The guy who invented the Omega thing...
- Oh, you mean Chaitin?
- No.
- Which book?
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Figure 1: A node of the hyperconnected humanity.

- The Human Phoenomenon [6].
- Aha! Teilhard!
- Sure. Nice guy. He has a lot to say about the future of humanity.
- Like what?
Tommy [taking off the other earphone and finally looking at me] - Oh come

on, you know it.
Me - No no, you tell me. That was so long ago, I forgot almost everything.

2 Pierre Teilhard de Chardin (1881-1955)

Tommy - Well, he has a whole picture about the evolution of the universe, which
is more or less the story of the emergence of life and consciousness. The outside
of things - matter, that is - evolves from an initial swarm of disaggregated
particles to more and more organised forms - atoms, molecules - following the
biological law of complexification, or self-organisation. But this growth proceeds
jointly with the growth of what he calls the inside of things - psyche, thought
- which permeates matter from the very beginning, although in rudimentary
form. A stone has a soul... but a very small one [smiles]. So the inside and
the outside of things develop hands in hands, pushing and pulling each-other,
and increasing their complexity, up to the human species, and beyond. The
appearance of the human phenomenon marks the point at which the fabric of
the universe achieves the ability to reflect itself: we look outside and we see the
physical universe; but we also look deep inside ourselves, and we find ourselves
- consciousness. Not only are we conscious; we are conscious to be conscious,
which Champ is not [Champ is my dog]. Anyway, to make a long story short,
there are four phases: Prelife, Life, Thought, and Superlife. We are now in
Thought, and the next stop for humanity, to answer your question, is Superlife,
or the Omega point. But I am not sure that we’ll get there in the next two
centuries, uncle Tomas!
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Me - Wow! I start to remember now. Do you realise that he wrote it around
1940, long before the discoveries of complex and dynamical systems, attractors,
notions of emergence, self-organisation phenomena and all that?

Tommy - True. Even more strikingly prophetic, to me, is his concept of
Noosphere, the sphere of human knowledge that wraps around planet Earth. It
is a sort of biological entity, like the biosphere, but it emerges, on top of that,
from the interaction of human minds, and evolves as humanity develops knowl-
edge and cultures, and self-organizes into complex social networks. The web of
connections becomes thicker and thicker, like neurons in a brain, and becomes
increasingly conscious of itself: a super-mind living a superlife. By the way, did
you know that the number of people on Earth is only one order of magnitude
less than the number of neurons in our brain? Anyway, I think he introduced
this vision even before writing ’The Human Phenomenon’, long before the In-
ternet, Google, Wolfram Alpha, Facebook, Twitter, and Wikipedia, which I am
checking right now... one moment... bingo! Teilhard de Chardin, Noosphere,
Cosmogenesis, 1922! And when did they invent the Internet?

Me - Oh, the Arpanet. That was back in...
Tommy - Lets see [checking again his laptop]. Right! 1969: almost 50

years later! How could Teilhard expect the Noosphere to be implemented when
the best communication medium of his times was probably the telephone, and
there wasn’t the slightest clue of all this [he waves his hand to indicate all the
technology on the sofa: the boy has a good sense of self-irony!].

Me - So, to go back to my initial question on humanity steering its future,
Teilhard’s answer might be: keep developing the sphere of human knowledge,
the Noosphere, until it becomes a conscious entity, Omega. And then, let Omega
steer its own Superlife. It’s sad! We are the ants that build the anthill, but the
anthill is more than the sum of its ants: it performs complex functions, it lives
a life of its own that transcends that of individual ants. How am I, humble ant,
supposed to know, share, affect what happens at the upper level? As an ant, I
find the picture quite sad!

Tommy - Wait. Teilhards idea is much more optimistic than that. I think
he’d buy the ant-anthill thing, but would place it at a rather early stage in
the process of cosmic evolution and emergence of consciousness. You are much
more complex than an ant, as a piece of matter, so you also have much more
consciousness, since consciousness is a specific effect of complexity. And the
difference between you and an ant is not only quantitative, but also qualitative.
Let me explain.

Teilhard conceives two energies that jointly fuel the complexification pro-
cess. At any given stage of universal evolution you can see things, simple or
complicated, that interact and aggregate under the effect of the tangential en-
ergy : this is where traditional physics has a lot to say, since we are dealing with
the outside of things - their material face. On the contrary, the radial energy is
in charge of pushing upwards, toward increased complexity, and deals with the
inside of things, and their emergent consciousness. In unicellular organisms the
focus of organisation F1 (this is his terminology), driven by tangential energy,
generates and controls the associated, rudimentary focus of consciousness F2.
But, as evolution proceeds, F2 manifests an increasing tendency to mastery and
autonomy, and begins to control, with creativity, the dynamics of F1. With the
appearance of the human phenomenon, this process reaches a critical point of
reversal, where the radial force takes power, so to speak, over matter.
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Me - And why should this predominance of F2 over F1 give an advantage to
a human over an ant?

Tommy - After the first ’hominisation’, leading to individual human con-
sciousness, a second collective hominisation phase develops above us, involving
the whole species. With collective hominisation, F2 becomes so strong as to
allow humanity to transcend spacetime and join Omega! Consciousness would
become coextensive with the universe, whose final state would be pure thought!

Me - Pure thought... and pure philosophy, it seems to me.
Tommy - Well, that’s admittedly the most speculative part of the book.

In any case, I like the picture of a double-sided final status of the universe:
externally it might well be a depressing thermodynamic death, but internally it
will be pure thought. And thought is live! Ehm, superlive, to be precise.

Me [Increasingly surprised by Tommy, and increasingly hungry too] Fabu-
lous! Anyway. I am happy that you liked the book! Lets have a serious lunch
now!

Tommy - Oh, I did not say that. Strong inspiration, great originality,
prophetic visions, but total lack of formalisation, as you pointed out. I do not
see how can anyone claim (as he does himself) that the book is a scientific study.
Several crucial passages are in desperate need for some mathematical formula-
tion. I remember one in particular... here it is: ”That there are dependencies
between the energetics of the inside and the outside of things is incontrovertible.
But they can probably be expressed by a complex symbolism described in terms
of a different order”. Doesnt it sound like meta-mathematics?

Me - It does! He hints at some mathematical formulation, without actually
providing it. Maybe you could give a try, Tommy; if I well remember, you
already had a course on Thermodynamics, and...

Tommy - I would not even try. Teilhard may have been prophetic in antici-
pating things that had not yet been invented, but he has missed a fundamental
ingredient for his theory that was already available at his times.

Female voice [coming from a videoconference window that has just popped
up in Tommy’s tablet] - I think I know what you have in mind, Tommy: software!

Tommy [waiving to her] - Alice, good to see you! Good morning! I hope we
did not wake you up too early. May I introduce to you my uncle Tomas?

Alice [waiving to me from the small screen] - Nice to meet you. But I did not
mean to interrupt you guys. I’ll follow your conversation as I take my breakfast
here. Please go ahead.

Tommy - Sure! Software. Computation. That’s what I meant, and what
Teilhard missed. The Turing machine was introduced in 1936, and the notion
of algorithm is much older: Teilhard had plenty of time to figure out the key
role of computation for understanding the emergence of complexity, the human
phenomenon, and for speculating on the future of humanity.

Me [wondering whether the tele-presence of the young female listener is
responsible for the boldness of Tommy’s last claim] - Wait! Are you not running
too fast? How can you relate the concept of software to the future of humanity?

Tommy - I agree it is not obvious, but... we could start by consulting the
Omega guy.

Me - You mean Teilhard de Chardin again?
Tommy - No, I mean Chaitin. Remember the other book that you gave me

last summer, Proving Darwin [5]? He has this idea of life as evolving software
that I find both simple and powerful. I suppose you’ve read the book yourself?
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Me [lying] - Of course, but that was many years ago. Illuminate me: I forgot
almost everything.

Tommy [faking a serious face] - Yeah yeah, except that the book was pub-
lished in 2012. Anyway...

3 Wolfram, Chaitin, Tononi

Tommy - Chaitin’s point is that, while we discovered software less than a century
ago, Nature invented it a few billion years earlier, when life began to appear on
earth. And DNA is the programming language: every single cell in our body
contains all the code for building and running a copy of the whole organism. Our
DNA code keeps stratified traces of our evolution, routines that were operational
when we were monkeys, amphibians, or fish! Just like a complex, artificial
software system - say an operating system - which evolves by accumulating
small increments and patches without ever going through a complete rewriting.
The flexibility and plasticity of the biosphere reflect the same properties of
software. Spectacular.

Me [definitely hungry, at this point] - Yes, it is. Wow, I am happy that you
like the books I give you!

Tommy - I did not say that. What I don’t like in Chaitin’s view is the
line that he draws between rigid, closed, mechanical physics on one hand, and
plastic, open, creative biology on the other. He even separates them in terms
of the type of maths they need: continuous math and differential equations
for physics, discrete combinatorial maths and algorithms for biology. Now, I
certainly agree that biology is creative, to the point that we cannot predict the
paths of darwinian evolution in the same way as we predict, in physics, the
trajectory of a planet. And that software can be creative more than differential
equations. Von Neumann, for example, ended up using discrete maths and
computation - cellular automata - for describing self-reproduction, after failing
to do so with differential equations. But it is the whole universe to be creative,
not just the biosphere!

In his book Chaitin mentions Wolfram and his New Kind of Science [9].
Well, one of the messages from that book is that the emergent properties of the
computations of simple programs - software - might explain the complexity and
creativity of the physical universe at all levels. Spacetime, before anything else,
must be creative! And discrete! And algorithmic! Spacetime as a causal set [4]
- an algorithmic causal set! [3, 2].

Me - But if the universe is creative, and based on software from bottom to
top, there is no way to predict trajectories, nor the next steps of the human
species [and in saying this, I realize that my brain needs some sugar]. By the
way, Tommy, lets have some pasta. I did not remember giving you Wolfram’s
book. When was that?

Tommy - You didn’t.
Alice [must have just finished her rich breakfast] - Tommy, I fully agree with

you. And let me add that there’s another aspect of Chaitin’s book in which he
seems to underestimate the power of software. He writes that his meta-biology
cannot currently address the phenomena of thought and consciousness. These
happen to be exactly the pillars of the universal architecture in Teilhard.

Tommy - Interesting. Do we have a proposal?
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Alice [Laughing Out Loud] - Do we have a proposal? Of course we do. Uhm
for what?

Tommy [laughing back] - I mean, for a theory of a digital, computational uni-
verse that places software not only at the roots of physics, as Wolfram suggests,
and biology, as Chaitin says, but also at the roots of thought and consciousness.
Wouldn’t this be a nice way to provide a uniform and formal foundation to
Teilhard’s views?

Alice - Sure! So we need to place thought and consciousness under a software-
oriented perspective. Now, if we are ready to accept that sub-atomic particles
compute, and bacteria compute, we certainly have no difficulty in admitting
that the brain computes. I believe it was Hilary Putnam who said that first,
in the 1960’s; and that consciousness is computation, regardless of whether it
runs in a brain or in a machine. But for placing consciousness in a grand,
evolutionary picture, as described by Teilhard, we must find a way to actually
measure it. And for doing this, I would directly jump to the work of Tononi [1].

Tononi measures the amount of consciousness as the quantity of integrated
information produced by a complex system. He is a psychiatrist, and his theory
supports experimental observations on the human brain and its neural processes,
but it is general enough to be applicable, at least in principle, to any kind of
system, natural or artificial: neurons in a brain, ants in an anthill, chips on a
silicon wafer, computers in a network, humans in a society.

So, imagine a discrete dynamical system S whose global state is characterised
by the values of a finite number of discrete state variables, and whose behavior
is defined by a state transition law. The amount of integrated information
produced by S - its degree of consciousness - is the amount of information
generated by the system as a whole, beyond the information that its individual
parts generate in isolation, by themselves.

Tommy - So, when Aristotle says that the whole is greater than the sum of its
parts, we can add that their difference is measured by integrated information?

Alice - I think so. Now, for measuring the information that the system as
a whole generates by the very fact of entering some global state X, Tononi
considers the reduction of uncertainty produced by that event.

[A new window pops in on Tommy’s tablet, where Alice starts typing formu-
las.] This is defined as the relative entropy H(A||P ) between two probabilistic
distributions characterizing the state occupied by S before entering X: (i) the
a priori distribution P (for potential) of all possible global states, considered
as equiprobable (in the absence of any information), and (ii) the a posteriori
distribution A (for actual) that we can infer by knowing X and the state tran-
sition law. Think of relative entropy H as a difference between distributions: if
the two distributions are identical H is zero; the more they differ, the higher H
becomes. This is called global effective information.

However, for obtaining integrated information - the information that derives
from the interactions of system parts, beyond that produced by the parts indi-
vidually - we must take the difference between A, the global actual distribution,
and the combination - the product - of all the local actual distributions Ai of
all individual components, as if they did not cooperate with one another. This
is expressed, again, by relative entropy: H(A||

∏
k∈MIP Ak).

Tommy - MIP?
Alice - Ok, I cheated a bit. You cannot consider an arbitrary partition of the

system, but the one that minimizes the difference between the two distributions,
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to make sure that you have caught the exact delta in information content: MIP
is the Minimum Information Partition...

4 A foggy digital future

Me [picking the last lonely pop-corn left in the bowl] - Thank you Alice. But I
am afraid I can’t follow the details now. Let’s try to summarize where we are.

Tommy - May I do that? With the help of Teilhard de Chardin, Wolfram,
Chaitin, Tononi, and surely many others, for example Seth Lloyd [8], we are
trying to interpret the whole universe as a complex software system, in the
following sense. (1) At the bottom, at the Big Bang, there is a simple, one-line
program, capable of setting up a lively spacetime. Spacetime is computed, and
itself computes. (2) This spacetime substratum evolves, computationally, and
originates more elaborate forms (we obviously want a background-independent
theory!), implementing life as we know it - life as evolving software. (3) Then we
get humans and their complex, conscious brains. Brains compute. They start
networking, and form societies.

And it seems that Integrated Information Theory might be the right tech-
nique, at least in principle, for measuring and monitoring the degree of con-
sciousness of each component and composition, at each stage. And yes, Galileo
was wrong: the ultimate language of Nature is not mathematics but software.

Me - Wait! Maths has still a lot to say, even about software! Anyway, I see
at least two delicate points in this picture. The first is about implementation.
Talking about software, we need a program and some manipulated data struc-
ture, right? What kind of data structure do we have in mind? I would expect
it to represent the ultimate fabric of the universe, its ’stuff’, as Teilhard would
call it - one that the program manipulates and make evolve.

Tommy - That’s a somewhat rigid concept of software, uncle Tomas. Ever
heard of code that operates on itself? This is commonly done in logic program-
ming. I’d blur the distinction between program and data, and identify one with
the other: the program is the stuff of the universe, and, at the same time, its
engine. Furthermore, a tiny program that sees and modifies itself, at the root
of the cosmos, is an elegant way to implement Teilhard’s ideas about reflection
and the inside of things. Your second point?

Me - No no, I am not convinced. The self-modifying code may be an elegant
idea, but if you equate the program with the data structure, thus to the physical
universe, you end up with a piece of code as big and complex as the universe
itself - a huge program that nobody would ever be able to understand, or even
read! The laws of the universe must be understandable! (Who said that?)

Tommy - Albert, but we can’t be sure. Anyway, I see your point, and I would
rule out this gigantic monolithic piece of code too. This is perhaps how some
badly designed, man-made software systems grow. But I imagine a different
scenario, inspired by the biosphere: a small piece of code that replicates, like
cellular automata can do, and mutate, much like in genetic programming. We’d
have populations of simple computing entities, first stateless and then stateful,
that start to interact with each other, building up complexity in layers, by
emergence, in line with Teilhard de Chardin, and even Darwin! It is still a
software-centric universe, but distributed: not the nightmare that you mention.
The good news is that, being software, we can run it again, in a simulation.
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The bad news: we cannot hope to reproduce but a tiny incipit of our history.
Alice - But Tommy, you might remember that argument by Wolfram: if a

simulated universe, starting from a totally abstract piece of code, managed to
faithfully predict just two or three known physical phenomena, or constants,
then you would have very strong reasons to believe that you have caught all the
rest of physics. So there is still some hope!

Me - Maybe some hope to find that software; certainly not to use it for
predicting the future of humanity. Anyway, until these two or three predictions
are not there, I guess this idea of a natural universe emerging from two lines
of code, nicely minimalistic as it can be, should be put on the same shelf as
Teilhard’s book - the shelf of foggy cosmologies, if you know what I mean.

Champ [coming in from the garden, with muddy legs] - woof, woof!
Tommy [quickly disconnecting from all his hardware, and jumping down the

couch] - Don’t worry uncle Tomas, it is my turn. Alice! I’ll catch you later!
Tommy walks out with the dog. I say bye to Alice too. Her window pops

out, revealing a smaller window with just two lines of Mathematica code:

step[{array_, pos_}] := {Insert[array, Length[array] + 1, pos], array[[pos]]}

ListPlot[Nest[step, {{1, 2}, 2}, 3000][[1]]]

I can’t resist hitting Control-Enter. The code runs. A foggy universe indeed.

5 Humanity in silico

Consider two roughly spherical and coextensive complex systems: the atmo-
sphere and the upper component of the biosphere - humanity. It is well known
that, due to a malicious antipodal butterfly, the possibility to accurately fore-
cast the weather - let alone controlling it - is severely limited. Why should it
be easier to predict and steer the future of humanity? In this closing section
we present both pessimistic and optimistic arguments about the possibility to
effectively predict and drive our future on reasonable time scales, shorter than
those implied above.

Humanity is a complex network of networks - groups, societies - of indi-
viduals. The network is multi-layered, the individuals are all different, and
complex stateful systems themselves. They interact not only with one another
but, crucially, with global resources whose scarcity has represented a key factor
for boosting the evolution of the species but may soon become a threat for its
survival.

Consider now a much simpler system of interacting entities: elementary
cellular automata. They are single layered. Individuals (binary cells) are all
equal, and follow the same elementary behavioural rule. Interactions are short-
range. There’s no environment. And yet, for the most interesting automata
of the family (and our universe is most interesting!) the long term evolution
of the system cannot be predicted, other than by executing it step by step. It
would seem that the pure ability to interact, even in a limited way, is enough
for triggering complex and unpredictable behavior.

How about controllability? By changing the behavior of a single cell in a
cellular automaton, an avalanche of modifications causally spreads across the
spacetime diagram. A binary cell cannot decide to flip itself, or change the
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Figure 2: Spreading effect of a perturbation in elementary automata 22 and 54.

boolean function that defines its behavior; but humans can. However, exper-
iments with cellular automata show that, in the most interesting cases (see
Figure 2-left, and demonstration [10]), the pattern obtained by tracing the con-
sequences of a flipped cell appears itself as the spacetime diagram of an unpre-
dictable, irreducible computation, even though patches of regular, predictable
behavior may appear from time to time (Figure 2-right).

Are there more effective mechanisms for steering the spacetime diagram of
humanity? For doing this, we set up local administrations, governments, inter-
national bodies that promulgate and enforce laws and regulations. But, viewing
these human groups/societies themselves as upper level individual entities that
interact with one another, we are back to the previous case. One may argue
that the upper situation is different, because, say, the text of a law represents
a form of communication that spans widely across space and time. However,
experiments with non-elementary cellular automata show that widening the spa-
tial and temporal context that defines the actions of individual cells, does not
substantially modify the spectrum of possible overall behaviors.

Reasons for being more optimistic about escaping random-like and totally
unpredictable behavior, are provided by considering Kaufmann’s boolean net-
works [7], a refined version of cellular automata in which the rigid structure of
the cell grid is replaced by a graph structure, and the agents’ behaviors are not
uniform. Under rather lax conditions, these networks exhibit ordered emergent
behaviors - a form of ’order for free’ that occurs when the dynamics is trapped
within an attractor covering a tiny fraction of the global state space.

Advances in massive agent system modelling, and the availability of an ever
increasing computing power, should make it possible to develop more and more
accurate models of (aspects of) the human network and its environment, and
set up simulation experiments for supporting and steering effective political de-
cisions - humanity in silico. Kauffman’s networks have been successfully used
for modelling the emergence of order (e.g. metabolic functions) in molecule
soups. Humans are social atoms that aggregate in social molecules; the ’chem-
ical’ reactions in which we engage are monitored and recorded day by day, by
social networks and a variety of other devices. Beside the current commercial
use, ’big data’ could be used for predicting trends, anticipating problems and
testing solutions at the global scale.
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